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Message from the Guest Editors

This Special Issue invites authors to send theoretical and
empirical proposals to contribute to a greater
understanding of the practices of sustainability
management and accounting by the public sector,
promoting papers providing experiences coming from
different type of public organisations and countries.

Potential topics include, but are not limited to,
contributions concerning public sector on the follows:

- Form the Burthland Report to date, does the
commitments of governments toward sustainability
changed? How?

- Relationship between sustainability and SDGs: what is
new?

- Sustainability and environmental accounting practices

- How do sustainability commitment and discourse
establishes and develops within organisations?

- Analysis of costs and benefits related to sustainability
management practices

- Lesson learned from practices of sustainability
management and accounting

- Channels and tools to promote and engage human
resources in sustainability initiatives

- Assessment and visualising tools for sustainability

- Accountability tools for sustainability

- Consequences of COVID-19 in sustainability commitments
and practices by public sector organisations
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Prof. Dr. Isabel-María Garcia‐
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Welcome to Administrative Sciences, the journal aims to
advance and communicate knowledge concerning
management theory and practice both in public
administration and in profit organizations; it encourages
submissions that build on interdisciplinary research in
related fields, such as business, economics, political
science, gender studies, psychology, sociology, physiology,
communication theory or artificial intelligence and their
implications on management, organizations and the
society. Join us on a journey through the Administrative
Sciences, where management merges with innovation.
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